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Comparisons were made of the heat budgets of the Southeast
Beaufort Sea for the summer of 197 4 (a severe ice year) and
the summer of 1975 (a good ice year) . Local meteorological
data and oceanographic measurements obtained during the Beaufort
Sea Project during August of both years were used to obtain
estimates of the various heat terms.
Results indicate that:
(1) The major heat input to the sea is from absorbed solar
radiation; (2) the overall heat contribution from the Mackenzie
River is small in comparison to that from solar radiation;
(3) the wind patterns in early spring are the major factor
in determining the heat content of the water by summer; and
(4) the wind patterns later in the spring and summer are the
major factor in determining the ice coverage.
From the distribution of heat in the study area, three
consistent features were found: (a) a warm water core in
the vicinity of 70°N, 138°W; (b) a core of warmer water north
of Atkinson Point associated with the early open-water area;
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Conversion Factors, Constants, and Notation
The following list of conversion factors, constants, and
notation represents those most frequently used during the
preparation of this paper and may be helpful in comparing
results found elsewhere expressed in different units or
using different notations.
-5
-1 -2 -4Stefan-Boltzman constant - 5.735x10 erg sec cm °K
= 1.18 x io~ 7 ly day~ lo K" 4
1 watt m~ 2 - 753 ly year" 1 = 2.063 ly day" 1
1 gm cal - 4.183 joules
3
1 m sec - 35.31 cfs
1 m
2
- 10.76 ft 2
1 km2 - 0.3861 (statute miles) 2
= 0.2913 (naut. miles)
1 km - .5397 nm
1 knot - .514 m sec
At 70 °N, 1 degree latitude- - 111.6 km
1 degree longitude - - 38.75 km
2
1 degree square - ~ 4326 km
A - Albedo
C - Cloud amount (tenths)
CONC - Concentration of ice (tenths)
E - Evaporation rate (cm day )
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e - vapor pressure (mb)
e_ - vapor pressure of the air (mb)
a
e - vapor pressure of the surface (mb)
K - coefficient indicating surface roughness
K' - coefficient indicating atmospheric stability
K+ - incident shortwave radiation at the surface of the
earth (ly day"" )
Kt - reflected short wave radiation (ly day )
L - Latent heat (cal gm )
L - Latent heat of sublimation (taken as 677.0 cal gm )
L - Latent heat of vaporization (taken as 597.3 cal gm )
L+ - the incident long wave radiation at the earth's surface
(ly day" 1 )
Lt - the reflected long wave radiation (ly day )
M - the molecular weight of water vapor = 0.622 Molecular
weight of dry air
-3
p - the density (gm cm )
Q, - Resultant atmospheric flux (ly day )
QA
- Accumulated atmospheric heat (ly)
QE
- Latent heat flux at the surface (ly day )
QE
- Accumulated latent heat at the surface (ly)
QF - Heat flux due to the cooling or warming of the ice and
subsequent freezing or melting (ly day~l)
Q„ - Accumulated heat used in warming and melting the
ice in place (ly)
Q - Sensible heat flux at the surface (ly day" )
Q„ - Accumulated sensible heat (ly)
Q - Heat flux due to advection of ice (ly day" )
Q T - Accumulated heat due to ice advection (ly)
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Qs - The storage change in the water column (ly day )
Q_ - Accumulated storage heat due to oceanic fluxes (ly)
QT - The heat transported by Mackenzie River water (ly day )
Q^, - Accumulated Mackenzie River heat (ly)
The heat due to the cooling or warming of water in
the upper layer of the ocean (ly day"1 )
Q
Qw - Accumulated heat used in warming the upper layers
of the ocean (ly)
Q* - The net radiation flux of downward and upward solar,
terrestrial, and atmospheric radiation (ly day~l)
Q* - Accumulated heat due to net radiation
R* - The universal gas constant (M /R* = 9.08 gm cal~ °K)
for dry air
T - Temperature (°C or °K as specified)
T - Air temperature
T, - Dew point temperature
T. - Ice surface temperature
T - Water surface temperature or ice surface temperature
as applicable
T - Water surface temperature
V - Wind speed (m sec )
e - Stefan-Boltzman constant
a - Emissivity of the surface
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Summary of Equations *
1. Q* + QE + QH + QT + Qw + Qp + Qj =
32




= QT + Qw + QF + Q z
34
4. QA + Qs =
34
5. Q* + QE + QH + QT + Qw + QF + Qj =
34
6
- QA + Qs °
35
7. Q* = K+ + Kt + L + + Lt 43
8. K+ + K+ = K+(l-A) 43
9. L+ + Lt = ecT4 (l - 0.44 - 0.08/e) (1 - 0.083C) 46
10. E = KV(e - e )w a
12. QE = p LE
13. Q_ + Q_(ice) (CONC) + Q_(water ) (1 - CONC)
El El h
* page numbers refer to first reference to equation
50
ML, , .
11. e - 6.11 EXPC-^rC^y - f] 51
53
54
14. Q„ = 30.24(T -T) 55
a s a






= QT + Qw + QF + Q z 58
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"If you want to know what men look for in that
land (the Arctic) or why men go where there is such
danger to their lives, it is the threefold nature of
man that lures him on. One part of man wants fame,
for man goes where there is great danger to make
himself famous. Another part of man wants knowledge,
wants to see those places he has heard of and find
out if they are as he has been told. The third part
is the desire for riches, for man pursues wealth
wherever he thinks he can find it, even though he
must pass through great dangers."
Unknown bard
from The Mirror of the King
(a thirteenth century
Viking ballad)
From The Northwest Passage , by Bern Keating, Rand McNally




The primary aim of this study was to compare the heat
budgets during the summer open-water season of 1974 (a severe
ice year) and of 197 5 (a good ice year) in the Southeast Beau-
fort Sea study area (Figure 1) . The heat fluxes during each
period were estimated in order to obtain values for accumulated
heat due to these fluxes for the period May 1 to August 15.
Mid-August was chosen for the heat budget calculation because
simultaneous meteorological and oceanographic observations in
the study area were available for each year with which to
calculate the individual terms of the heat budget equation
(Section III)
.
The atmospheric flux QA was estimated for the early part
of the season and calculated for August of each year when
marine meteorological observations were available (Section
III.C). Walmsley (1966) conducted a similar study in Baffin
Bay for the period 1919-1942 and Huyer and Barber (1970) calcu-
lated a heat budget for Barrow Strait in 1962. Both authors
reported a maximum Q, flux downward in July with a rapid decrease
in August which was also evident in the study area (Section
III.C.)
.
It was desired to take some steps to develop a basic
understanding of the heat budget and the associated oceanography
in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea, an area of increasing commer-
cial importance. The problem differs from those of Walmsley
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(1966) and Huyer and Barber (1970) in two ways in particular.
In their cases, the advection of ice was reasonably predic-
table because the areas were relatively well-bounded. Also
the present area of study includes the drainage from a major
river, the Mackenzie, which tends to cause ice to melt earlier
and thus increases the absorption of heat due to solar radia-
tion.
The techniques of the present study are somewhat similar
to those of the previous authors except that now a considerable
number of oceanographic observations were available. These
made it possible to calculate the storage heat and permit a
comparison of the atmospheric terms and the oceanic terms with
a resultant estimation of the advection of ice. The details
of the calculations are described in Section III.
It was found that:
(1) the major heat input to the Southeast Beaufort Sea
was from absorbed net radiation Q* , regardless of the severity
of the ice cover;
(2) the overall heat contribution from the Mackenzie River
Q_, varied little inter-annually and was small in comparison
to the contribution from net radiation Q*;
(3) wind patterns in early spring were the major factor
in determining the heat content of the water in summer and
the severity of the ice early in the navigation season; and
(4) wind patterns later in the summer were the major
factor in determining ice coverage. Onshore winds produced
23

severe ice conditions, whereas, offshore winds produced good
ice conditions.
A summary of marine meteorological observations for air
temperature, sea surface temperature, dew point temperature,
cloud amount, wind speed and wind direction is presented in
Appendix A. The results of the calculations of the individual
atmospheric flux terms corresponding to the marine observations
are presented in Appendix B. The extreme values of the atmos-
pheric fluxes and the associated environmental conditions were
examined in more detail in Appendix C. It was found that on-
shore winds (from 260° to 350°) produced maximum heat losses
(upward fluxes) . Conversely, offshore winds (from 090° to
190°) produced maximum heat gain (downward fluxes)
.
In addition, various data presentations having oceanographic
interest have been made. The distribution of heat in the water
column of the study area was determined from examination of the
temperature profiles at each oceanographic station. The results
are displayed and discussed in Appendix D. Based on the dis-
tribution of heat throughout the study area, selected tempera-
ture and density profiles and cross-sections were examined in
more detail to highlight interesting features in the circulation
pattern (Appendix E) . It was found that
(1) the heat content of the water column Qw , was much higher
in 197 5, a good ice year, than in 197 4, a severe ice year;
(2) a warm water core in the vicinity of 70 °N, 138 °W existed
in both years and with a similar heat content;
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(3) a core of warmer water north of Atkinson Point, apparently
associated with the transient patch of open water which has
come to be called the Bathurst Polynya, was evident in both
years ; and
(4) in August 197 5, a core of cold water just north of
Richard's Island indicated that upwelling occurred and that
there was in-shore movement of cold Arctic surface water on
the shelf from beyond the continental slope.
A detailed examination of the study area, the environmental
conditions in each year of the study period, and the evaluation
of each term of the heat budget equation follows.
25

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
A. GEOGRAPHY
The study area (Figure 2) extends in an east-west direc-
tion from Herschel Island at about 14 0°W to Cape Dalhousie at
128 °W, and in a north-south direction from the shores of the
Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula to as far north as
oceanographic observations were available. Figure 3 shows the
region's bathymetry and the northerly limits of pack ice in
the study area for the summer of years 1974 and 1975. The
Mackenzie Canyon (also known as Herschel Canyon) is seen to
extend southward into Mackenzie Bay east of Herschel Island
and toward the western outlet of the Mackenzie River in Shallow
Bay. Along Richard's Island the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, the
continental shelf extends seaward to a distance of 110-150 km.
In the Mackenzie Bay region, the nearshore water is very shallow
with the ten-meter isobath lying as far as 35 km offshore. Only
ice scours and underwater pingoes mar the flatness of the con-
tinental shelf. There is a smaller canyon on the shelf just
north of Richard's Island (noticeable in the 50-meter contour
in Figure 3) extending southward towards Kugmallit Bay and the
eastern outlet of the Mackenzie River. At the northern limit
of the study area at the shelf break the slope drops quickly
to depths over 1000 meters.
26

B. TYPICAL SEQUENCE OF ICE BREAKUP
Nearshore, ice breakup usually starts in the Delta region
(Figure 4) one week after the mean air temperature exceeds
0°C on about June 18 and is caused by rising air temperatures,
warm water input from the Mackenzie River, and the melting of
the snow cover. These factors are in turn controlled by the
solar radiation, air temperature, precipitation, wind, cloudi-
ness, vapor pressure, and evaporation. The relatively warm
water of the Mackenzie River at its peak freshet in mid-June
hastens the breakup of ice in the vicinity of the Delta [Burns,
1973] . The breakup of ice begins in Shallow Bay, then Kugmallit
Bay and then progresses along the coast in both directions.
The ice may be expected to loosen and break up early in July
and, except in a severe ice year, a wide expanse of open water
exists along the coast throughout August and September. In
severe ice years, like 197 4, open water may not occur until
well into August and ice may reform in September. The expanse
of open water in summer depends largely on winds, which can
vary considerably in their prevailing direction from year to
year. Cold winds from the northwest sector blow onshore pressing
the Beaufort Sea pack ice landward, and if they prevail through-
out much of the summer, it will be a severe ice year. On the
other hand, warm easterly and southerly winds blowing offshore
in summer move the pack ice away from land and with melting
open a passage from Point Barrow to Cape Bathurst.
Offshore, beyond the landfast ice, the development of
flaw leads and polynyas occurs mostly in April and May when
27

the offshore wind patterns change to a southeasterly flow and
refreezing is slower as air temperatures begin to rise [Markham,
1975].. The long-term mean surface pressure chart for May
(Figure 5) illustrates the development of these offshore winds.
The High over the Chukchi Sea in February moves eastward and
combines with the trough developing in Central Alaska to give
southeast winds in the Beaufort Sea. Polynya and lead forma-
tion seaward of the landfast ice follows quickly. The regions
north of Cape Bathurst in the eastern part of the study area
(Figure 4) become the centers for offshore disintegration of
ice, allowing the penetration of solar energy into the water,
furthering the breakup process by accelerating melting. The
offshore breakup in the Southeast Beaufort Sea is highly depen-
dent on a change in the wind regime, on increasing solar radia-
tion, and to a lesser extent on the tides and oceanic circulation
C. ACTUAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
1 . Sequence of Ice Breakup
The sequence of ice breakup in the spring and summer
of the study period is described below. In 1974, there was
no open water until mid-May. Figure 6 shows a sequence of
satellite photos taken in 197 5 on March 21, April 2, and May
1 showing the development of the leads at the edge of the fast
ice. The lead was almost entirely closed again by May 1 due
to a shift in winds. The next series of figures (Figures 1
,
8, 9) show the contrast in open water at the same time of year
between 1974, a severe ice year, and 1975, a good ice year.
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The summer of 197 4 was characterized by the worst ice
conditions for 20 years of records in the Southeast Beaufort
Sea. In contrast, sea ice gave little trouble to shipping
in the study area in 1975. Figure 7 shows satellite photos
for mid-May of each year. The large expanse of open water
north of Cape Bathurst has re-appeared in the 1975 imagery,
whereas there is little open water in mid-May 1974. Figure 8
shows satellite imagery for the beginning of June of each year.
The open-water area north of Cape Bathurst has continued to
spread in 197 5, whereas in 1974 there was virtually no open
water. Figure 9 contrasts ice conditions at approximately 21
June, the summer solstice. In 1975, except for a fringe of
landfast ice, the entire area is ice-free; whereas in 1974,
there is still almost total ice cover. Visible satellite
imagery for the remainder of each summer is poor due to cloud
cover; infra-red satellite imagery is poor due to the small
temperature differences between open water and the ice cover.
Figure 10 plots the percentage of open-water area from May 1
to the end of September for each year.
From the middle to the end of July 1974, the limit of
open water remained near the ten-meter depth contour.. By
mid-August, the limit had moved outward in an expanding arc
from Herschel Island to 70°N and then eastward to Atkinson
Point. By August 19, the ice had returned onshore at some
places in between. North of the limit of open water there
existed large areas of first-year ice in various states of
decay. These ice conditions coincided with a lack of persistent
29

winds from the east and south which usually blow in summer
forcing the ice offshore. The north-to-west winds held the
ice onshore and made synoptic oceanographic observations of
the study area impossible. Marine observations were limited
to a narrow band of open water along the coast between Herschel
Island and Atkinson Point. The resulting heat budget calcu-
lations were considered to be representative of a heavy-ice
year.
2. Wind Conditions
The data collected during August of 197 4 was sparse
both in time and space. Because of rapidly changing condi-
tions in the study area, it was not valid to assume that the
oceanographic data was synoptic. As an alternative approach,
the open-water study period in August was examined by consider-
ing three evident prevailing-wind conditions in the wind records
included in the marine surface observations (Appendix A) . By
examining these three shorter time intervals, the assumption
of synopticity is made more reasonable even though the number
of observations in each wind period is reduced. The observa-
tion period from August 12 to September 1 was divided as
follows (Figure 11);
August 12-20, 1974 Prevailing northwest winds
August 20-23, 1974 Light and variable winds
(called the post-northwest
winds)
August 24-31, 1974 Easterly winds
(encompassing 010° to 180°)
In the summer of 1975, on the other hand, the main
pack ice stayed north of 71 °N throughout most of the study
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area, and remained at about 70 °N near Herschel Island. Thus
the two research ships were able to work out to the edge of
the continental shelf. Later in August 197 5, westerly storms
did bring ice further south, but in low concentrations which
was less troublesome than the polar pack for navigation. The
large expanse of open water resulted in deeper wind-mixing
of the upper layer of the ocean in the summer of 1975. The
long fetch and absence of ice allowed wind-waves to build
and produced turbulent mixing of the upper layer. The dominant
winds for August 197 5 are shown in Figure 11.
August 5-12, 1975 prevailing northwest winds
August 12-16, 1975 southeast winds
August 16-20, 1975 northeast winds
August 21-24, 1975 northwest winds
In 197 5 the large expanse of open water occupied by
a relatively small number of oceanographic stations between
August 5-24 did not permit the separation of data into shorter
time intervals identified with the particular wind direction.
Instead, a synoptic evaluation of the heat budget for the entire
observation period August 5-24 was made, in contrast to the
approach used in August 1974.
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III. THE HEAT BUDGET EQUATION
Energy fluxes over Arctic Seas comprise a complicated
interaction of a variety of energy mechanisms and feedback
loops (Figure 12) , which will be discussed in succeeding
sections
.
A. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Figure 13 shows the typical summer fluxes in the South-
eastern Beaufort Sea. The energy gained by the system is
denoted by negative fluxes. The energy lost by the system
to its surroundings is denoted by positive fluxes. The
resultant energy stored in the system is denoted by a positive
sign if it is an increase in stored energy, or by a negative
sign if it is a decrease in stored energy. All fluxes ('Q 1
terms) are expressed in units of "calories per square centimeter
-2 -1per day" (cal cm ' day ) or equivalently as langleys per day
(ly day ) . The accumulated heat due to each flux, expressed
as the time integral of the flux term, is written as a Q term,
which includes all heat within the entire study area (46,794
2km ) attributable to the associated flux term. The units of
the accumulated heat (Q) terms are "gram-calories" (g cal)
.
The fluxes shown in Figure 13 may be summed to give the heat
flux equation:
Q* + QE + QH + QT + Qw + QF + Qj = (1)
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where: Q* (-) is the net radiation flux of downward and
upward solar, terrestrial, and atmospheric radiation (the
negative sign indicates that the net radiation is directed
downward and results in a net gain of heat by the system)
;
Q_(+) is the heat loss by the system due to the latent
E
heat flux between the surface and the atmosphere (a positive
sign indicates that a heat loss is due to evaporation; a
negative sign would indicate that a heat gain was due to
condensation)
;
Q„(+) is the upward transfer of sensible heat from
n
the surface to the atmosphere and represents a heat loss by
the system;
Q (-) is the heat input due to the Mackenzie River
freshet and represents a heat gain by the system;
Qw (+) is the heat used to warm the water in the upper
layer of the ocean (a negative sign indicates that heat was
released to the system from cooling of the water column)
;
Q_,( + ) is the heat used to warm the ice and subsequently
melt it in place (a negative sign would indicate that freezing
and cooling of the ice had occurred) ; and
Q T (+) is the heat used to melt imported ice (a nega-
tive sign would indicate that ice had been exported and that
heat which would have been required to melt the ice is now
available in the system as a gain of heat) . Q is essentially
the difference between the atmospheric heat Q and the sum
of QT , Qw and Q which in the absence of ice advection and
errors in the other terms, would be zero.
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Equation (1) may be simplified by grouping of the fluxes
as atmospheric and oceanic. Thus
QA - Q* + QE + QH (2)
where Q (-) is the resultant atmospheric flux downward; and
Q^ = Qm + QTT + Q^ + Qt (3)VS T W F I
where Q_ (+) is the resultant oceanic flux or storage change
in the water column and ice cover. The positive sign indi-
cates that there has been an increase in stored energy in the
water column and ice cover (as would be expected in the Arctic
summer) . A negative sign would indicate that there had been
a decrease of stored energy (as would be expected in the
Arctic winter)
.
The heat flux Equation (1) may now be written in simplified
form by combining Equations (2) and (3) such that:
QA + Qs = (4)
Each flux term ('Q') is associated with an accumulated
heat term ('Q'). Therefore by writing Equation (1) in terms
of accumulated heat, the expression for the heat budget equa-
tion (Equation (5)) is derived:
Q* + QE + QH + QT + Qw + QF + Q = (5)
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where each term represents the accumulated heat or time
integral of the related flux.
Q* is the accumulated heat due to the net radiation;
Q_ is the accumulated latent heat;
QH is the accumulated sensible heat;
QT is the accumulated Mackenzie River heat;
Qw is the accumulated heat used in warming the
upper layers of the ocean;
Q_ is the accumulated heat used in warming and
melting the ice in place (and is directly
related to the ice coverage) ; and
Q T is the accumulated heat due to ice advection.
Just as was done for the fluxes, Equation (5) may be
simplified to
QA + Qs = (6)
where Q (-) is the accumulated heat due to the atmospheric
fluxes representing a gain of heat by the system; and
Qs (+) is the accumulated storage heat due to oceanic
fluxes and represents the increase of stored energy in the
water column and the ice cover. In words. Equation (6) says
that the net heat gained by the system (Q,) is stored as





The heat budget calculation is limited in its accuracy
because it was not possible to obtain all the data required
for a complete calculation of each term. The balance is also
limited by uncertainties in each term which are discussed later
in Section III. The following assumptions were made in the
determination of the heat budget.
1. Start Time
It was assumed that the accumulation of heat began on
May 1 of each study year, that being the approximate date
that the ice breakup begins offshore of the landfast ice
according to climatology [Markham, 197 5] . The accumulated
heat terms, Q, are all zero on May 1. This amounts to assuming
that all water columns are isothermal at -1.5°C, the refer-
ence temperature for the heat calculations . This is a reason-
able assumption in view of Spring observations reported by
Herlinveaux, de Lange Boom and Wilton (1976) which support
the idea of an isothermal water column containing no heat
relative to the reference temperature. The satellite photos
for the early spring of 1975 (Figure 6) show that the open-
water area in late March and early April was almost completely
ice-covered again by May 1. Any heat that was absorbed by
the open water during the period before May 1 can be safely
assumed to have been extracted by the advection of ice into
the region in the last week of April. The Mackenzie River




2. Incident Shortwave Radiation
Incident shortwave radiation fluxes over the study
area were assumed to be the same as those measured at Sachs
Harbor [Department of the Environment (Canada) Radiation
Summary, 1974 and 1975] until the time that the marine
observations became available. Then values of incident solar
radiation fluxes were used as discussed in Section Ill.C.l.a.
3. Albedo
The ice albedo was taken to be 8 0% until the end of
May and then diminished stepwise linearly to 30% in July as
puddling occurred at the height of the ice melt. Later for
August the ice albedo was a slightly greater 40% corresponding
to melting but drained ice. Over open water an albedo of
7% was used (see Table 1, Section III.C.l) [Orvig, 1970 and
Sellers, 1965] . The effective albedo over the study area was
calculated using the ice concentration, ice albedo, and open
water albedo
.
4 . Cloud Amounts
The cloud amounts for the period from May 1 to the
start of marine observations were the climatological averages
reported by Burns (1974) . During the period of marine obser-
vations in August, the cloud cover was assumed to be the
same throughout the study area as that reported at the actual
location.
5. Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes
Sensible and latent heat fluxes over ice and water
were based on climatology [Burns, 1973] for the period from
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May 1 to the start of marine observations after which they
were calculated based on actual observed parameters existing




No discharge volumes were available for 1975. Be-
cause there is little inter-annual variation in discharge
volumetric rates [Herlinveaux, 1976] it was assumed that the
discharge rates for 1972 (a similarly good ice year) could
be applied to 1975 (see Section III.D.l). This was assumed
to be the only current advecting heat through the boundaries
of the study area. The surface currents within the area vary
considerably, but residual currents appear to be weak and
would therefore cause little heat change by advection when
compared to the river's heat input during the summer.
7 Heat Content of the Water
Temperature measurements were never taken right to
the bottom so that the heat content below the deepest water
temperature measurements was unknown. As such, it was assumed
to be zero. When water temperatures were below -1.5°C (the
reference temperature) , there was little error, but in shallow
water where temperatures often remained high right to the
bottom, the calculated heat content will be less than the
actual heat content of the water. This error will result in
a consistent underestimate of QTT . The heat content below an





It was assumed that the ice temperature was -7°C
on May 1, that it warmed to 0°C throughout the entire thick-
ness by May 15 and that it remained at 0°C for the duration of
the summer, until freezing began again in September. Vapor
pressures over ice were calculated based on a surface tempera-
ture of 0°C. There is some argument for assuming that ice
surface temperatures can rise above 0°C due to warming of the
melt water [Vowinckel and Orvig, 1964] which could result in
small errors in the calculation of back radiation and smaller
errors in the calculation of the latent and sensible heat
fluxes over ice. It was further assumed that no heat was
stored in the ice.
b. Ice Coverage
Ice coverage was determined from semi-monthly
satellite photos for May and June and from weekly historical
ice charts provided by the Atmospheric Environment Service
of the Department of the Environment (Canada) for the period
in which they were available. The ice coverage was assumed
to be accurate to within 10%, and constant between successive
records.
c. Ice Thickness






The density of sea ice was taken as 0.92 gm cm
with an initial salinity of 4%.
e. Ice Melting and Advection
These terms, Q_ and Q , and the related accumulated
r I
heat terms Q„ and Q , are discussed in greater detail in
Section III.D. It should be pointed out here, though, that
there is considerable overlap in the expression of the energy
devoted to each of these terms in the equation. The following
assumptions were made:
(1) Any decrease in ice coverage was due to the melting
of ice in place and resulted in an increase in Q_, the heat
£
used to melt the ice (Q„ is a positive flux since it represents
heat lost by the system to melt ice in place)
;
(2) Any increase in ice coverage was due to the freezing
of ice in place and resulted in a decrease of Q„, the heat
released to the system by the freezing of the ice (Q„ is a
negative flux since it represents a heat gain by the system)
.
It will be seen that there is considerable artificiality in
these two assumptions with regard to melting and almost com-
plete artificiality with regard to freezing, since freezing
during this period is actually slight. This arbitrary tech-
nique was followed as a convenience since it was impossible
to know the real situation. Errors produced here are reflected
reciprocally in the Q term.
(3) Ice advection Q is used to account for the balance of
heat remaining in the equation. It is obtained as a direct
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result of balancing the heat budget equation, not from any
estimate of the physical processes. If Q is a positive
flux, it represents a volume of ice being imported, since that
represents a heat loss to the system in that the entire volume
of imported ice must be melted so that the ice coverage does
not change. If Q is a negative flux, it represents a
volume of ice being exported, since that represents a heat
gain to the system such that the volume of ice exported does
not require heat from the system to melt the ice to obtain
the ice coverage observed
.
The values obtained for Q were then compared with
the direction of ice advection expected from the observed
winds. Offshore winds should result in ice export; onshore
winds should result in ice import. Because the direction of
the Q flux term corresponded to the prevailing winds, it was
assumed to be representative of what had actually happened
in the study area. The term Q represents the accumulated
effects of advection during the entire period of the heat
budget calculation.
C. ATMOSPHERIC HEAT FLUX QA
The calculation of atmospheric fluxes was based on
meteorological data provided on magnetic tape from the his-
torical files of the National Weather Records Center at Ashe-
ville, North Carolina. These records are filed by 10° Marsden
Square, year, and month and comprise all known observations.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of the 33 observations used
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in the month of August 1974. The marine observations were
confined to the narrow band of open water near the coast.
Figure 15 shows the distribution of 159 observations used in
the month of August 1975. These observations were more evenly
distributed throughout the open-water area, but heavily weighted
by the 39 observations in Marsden sub-square 9 82 east of
Herschel Island. Each marine observation was taken to be
representative of conditions over the entire study area at that
time. In a few cases, simultaneous observations taken in
different places were averaged and applied to the entire study
area. About one-third of the observations in both years were
either incomplete or inaccurately recorded and were therefore
not suitable for use in the calculation of the atmospheric
fluxes.
No marine observations existed before the beginning of
August in each year. For these months, climatological data
were used [Burns, 1973] to determine the atmospheric fluxes
from May 1 to the beginning of the marine observations.
1. Net Radiation Q*
Q* is the net radiation flux of downward and upward
solar, terrestrial, and atmospheric radiation. It has two
components, shortwave radiation and longwave radiation, each
of which has both an upward and a downward element [Walker,
1975] . Thus Q* may be expressed by Equation (7)
:




Q* = K+ + Kt + LI + Lt (7)
where
IU is the incident shortwave radiation (a negative
sign because it is directed downward and represents a heat
gain to the system)
;
Kt is the reflected shortwave radiation (a positive
sign because it is directed upward and represents a heat loss
to the system)
;
L+ is the incident longwave radiation (also called
downward infra-red, a negative sign because it is directed
downward and represents a heat gain to the system) ; and
Lt is the back radiation or upward infra-red radiation
(a positive sign because it represents a heat loss to the
system)
.
These terms are discussed more fully in the following
sections
.
a. Shortwave Radiation (Ki + Kt)
The net shortwave radiation depends on the inci-
dent shortwave radiation and the surface albedo such that
Ki + Kt = K* (1 - A) (8)
where A is the albedo of the surface and represents the frac-
tion of the incident shortwave energy which is reflected.
The incident shortwave radiation K4- depends on
several factors including the altitude of the sun, the duration
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of daylight, the composition of the atmosphere, the cloud
cover and the cloud type. Of these, the altitude of the sun
and the duration of daylight are accurately known for any
given position. The composition of the atmosphere varies
according to the general circulation of the atmosphere and
related synoptic systems combined with such local effects
as the presence of open water and sources of local pollution.
This factor was not considered directly. The cloud cover over
the entire study area was assumed to be that recorded in the
marine observations. The cloud type was generally unknown and
was not considered.
Incident radiation values were available from
monthly summaries of hourly radiation for Sachs Harbor and
Inuvik, both near the rim of the study area. The daily totals
of incident solar radiation Ki were plotted for each site and
compared (Figure 16) . The maximum downward values of radiation
from both years were assumed to define a curve of maximum
clear-sky radiation in the study area.
Laevastu (1960) predicts somewhat higher values
in the early part of the period and lower values in the later
part. The actual curve used was a compromise between the
observed and the predicted values. This curve is shown in
Figure 16. The daily values from this curve were then multi-
plied by a factor (1 - fraction of cloud cover) using a curve
based on cloud amounts from ship observations in the study
area (Figures 30 and 33 of Appendix A) to obtain the calculated
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incident solar radiation (Figure 16). In each case, it was
assumed that the ship observations were representative of
the entire study area. When no ship observations were avail-
able (as in the period from May 1 to the beginning of August)
the radiation values at Sachs Harbor were taken as represen-
tative of the study area (Figure 17A) . The May and June 197 5
K4- values are approximate because of equipment problems re-
ported at Sachs Harbor. In July and August, 1975, the inci-
dent solar radiation at Sachs Harbor was less than during the
same period in 1974. This was due to the fact that there was
greater cloud cover in 1975 because of the larger expanse of
open water in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea. The cloud cover
was presumably even greater over open water, thus accounting
for the reduction in calculated incident solar radiation com-
pared to the observations at Sachs Harbor and Inuvik (Figure
16) .
When the solar radiation reaches the earth, part
of it is reflected and the remainder is absorbed. Solar
radiation has some capability of penetrating ice and water
[Maykut and Grenfell, 197 5] and to a lesser extent snow [O'Neill
and Gray, 1972] . The percentage absorbed is a function of
the albedo, A, which is an important factor in the heat budget
of the Arctic [Langleban, 1971] , and is a function of the
texture, wetness, and color of the surface, the angle of inci-
dence of the solar beam and atmospheric scattering. Albedo
usually increases with decreasing solar altitude and decreases
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with increasing wetness. Snow and ice reflect most of the
sun's rays and have a high albedo. Water has a low albedo,
depending on the angle of incidence. The albedo is particu-
larly important in the Spring when the change from ice and
snow to water causes it to change suddenly. Table 1 shows
representative values of albedo over various surfaces (after
Sellers, 1965 and Orvig, 1970) . Note the change from snow
and ice (albedo 65%) to water in the summer (albedo 7%) . Thus
the net shortwave radiation is highly dependent on the effec-
tive albedo for the study area.
b. Longwave Radiation (L+ + Lt)
The net longwave radiation is the sum of the inci-
dent longwave radiation and the back radiation. The incident
longwave radiation L+ is also referred to as the downward
infra-red radiation and is the longwave radiation from the
atmosphere, from moisture, and carbon dioxide in the air, and
from clouds. The back radiation Lt is also known as the up-
ward infrared radiation and depends on the emissivity of the
surface and its temperature
.
The expression used to calculate the net longwave
radiation is based on Sverdrup (194 2)
:
L+ + Lt = e a T
4 (l - 0.44 - 0.08 /i") (1 - 0.083C)
(9)
where
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a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant
(a = 1.18 x 1(T 7 ly day" 1 °K~ 4 );
T is the surface temperature (°K);
e is the vapor pressure of the atmosphere (mb) ; and
C is the cloud amount (tenths)
.
The surface temperatures are a minor source of
possible error since they were bucket temperatures or tempera-
tures measured at the sea-intake of the vessel. In any case,
they were not the skin temperatures required in Equation (9)
.
The error could be even larger in calculations over ice sur-
faces where the temperature was assumed to remain at 0°C,
whereas considerable heating of melt water on the ice surface
can occur (see Section III.B.8). The vapor pressure, e, was
calculated using wet-and-dry bulb temperatures read from a
vessel's bridge and subject to errors due to the presence of
the vessel. Possible cloud amount errors arise due to errors
in reporting and the assumption that the cloud amount was the
same over the entire area.
c. Summary of Net Radiation Q*
Figure 17B compares the net radiation for 1974
and 1975. The net radiation Q* was significantly greater
early in 1975 than during the corresponding period of 1974.
This was presumably due to the greater expanse of open water
in early 1975 which reduced the effective albedo allowing more
radiation to penetrate the ocean. By mid-July, this effect
was reduced by the more extensive cloud cover over the study
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area in July and August of 1975. By reducing K4-, the net
radiation was correspondingly reduced. In August, during the
period of marine observations there was a correspondence
between small Q* fluxes and onshore winds mainly due to the
increased cloud cover during those periods. With offshore
winds, clear skies usually persisted allowing larger amounts
of incident solar radiation K4- to penetrate.
The daily variation for radiation fluxes observed
in August is shown in Appendix B.
2. Latent Heat Flux Q^
hi
a. Evaporation
The rate of evaporation depends on the deficiency
of water vapor in the air immediately above the water surface
and the rate at which the air is mixed. Mixing depends on
the turbulence of the air, which is a function of wind speed
and thermal convection. The amount of evaporation is often
calculated from climatic data by the Sverdrup formula [Walmsley,
1966 and Huyer and Barber, 1970]. Thus,
E = K V (e__ - e ) (10)
w a
where E is the rate of evaporation of water (mm day )
;
K is an empirical coefficient;
V is the wind speed (m sec )
;
e is the water vapor pressure at the surface (mb)
;





There are other equally good formulae, but because
Sverdrup's is so widely used it forms a basis for comparing
heat budget calculations for different regions. Furthermore,
in a summary of available evaporation formulae, Swinbank (1959)
concludes that no fundamental improvement over the Sverdrup
formula is available at present [Walmsley, 1966]
.
It has been found that the coefficient K varies
with wind speed. The critical wind speed separating turbulent
and smooth flow is generally taken as 12 knots. Lacking any
information to the contrary, Walmsley' s (1966) procedure was
followed, where the evaporation coefficients for both water
and ice surfaces are:
0.145 , V > 6.2 m sec" 1
K =
0.090 , V < 6.2 m sec
b. Vapor Pressure
Again, following Walmsley (1966) the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation may be written in the form:
M L
e = 6.11 exp[-^r (273 - |) ] (11)
where
M is the molecular weight of water vapor;
R* is the universal gas constant; and
M /R* = 9.08 gm cal" 1 °K .
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An explanation of the terms e, T, L in four
different situations is given below.




T = T' , the dew point temperature (°K); and
L = L^ , the latent heat of vaporization (cal gm )




T = T , the sea surface temperature (°K); and
L = L .
v





T = T. , the ice surface temperature (°K); and
L = L , the latent heat of sublimation (cal gm )









L = L .
v
It was further assumed that if the temperature were
greater than 0°C, the ice surface was a melt-water surface
(Case 4 above) , and if the temperature were less than or equal
to 0°C, Case 3 above applied. The values for latent heat
were taken from Hess (19 59)
:
L = 597.3 cal gm ; and
L = 677.0 cal gm .
c. Latent Heat Flux
An expression for Q_ is
hi
QE = p L E (12)
where
-3
p is the density of water (gm cm )
;
L is the latent heat (cal gm ) ; and
E is the rate of evaporation (cm day )
By combining Equations (10) and (11) and substi-
tuting into (12) , the latent heat fluxes can be calculated
using the observed meteorological data. Condensation is
interpreted as negative evaporation and is a downward flux.
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Sublimation is considered the same as melting followed by
evaporation in the case of an upward flux, or condensation
followed by freezing for a downward flux.
The terms Q_ and L in Equation (12) are further
hi
defined for two particular cases:
(1) Evaporation over an open-water surface:




(2) Evaporation over an ice surface or melt-
water surface:
QE = QE (ice)
L = L .
s
In this study, evaporation occurred from the sur-
face of the Southeastern Beaufort Sea which was always at
least partly ice-covered. The latent heat flux was calculated
for each surface separately and then a weighted average of
the fluxes over the ice surface and the open-water surface
was taken
:
QE = QE (ice) (CONC) + Q£ (water) (1 - CONC) (13)
where CONC is the ice coverage in tenths
.
Figure 17 C compares the latent heat fluxes for
1974 and 1975 in the study area. The fluxes were small in
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both years but higher in 1975 due to the larger area of open
water over which evaporation could take place. In August/
the standard deviation of the calculated latent heat fluxes
for each wind condition is also shown. It can be seen that
there is great variability even under similar wind conditions.
Generally, though, onshore winds cause evaporation due to the
cold dry air blowing from the ice over the water. Offshore
winds result in condensation as the warmer continental air is
cooled and becomes saturated.
The daily variations in observed latent heat
fluxes for August of each year are shown in Appendix B.
3 . Sensible Heat Flux Q
The sensible heat flux at the surface depends mainly
on the vertical temperature gradient. Again, following
Walmsley (1966) and Huyer and Barber (1970), Shuleikin's (1953)
formulae were used to calculate the sensible heat flux. If
the surface temperature was warmer than the air temperature
( T > m j f Shuleikin (1953) used no wind factor in his formula
s a
for computing the exchange of sensible heat. The instability
in the air caused by the temperature gradient created suffi-
cient turbulence to maintain the mixing process. In this case:
Q„ = 30.24 (T - T ) for T > T (14)
u s a s a
where
T is the surface temperature (°C)
T is the air temperature (°C)
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On the other hand, if the water were cooler than the
air, Shuleikin (1953) used Equation (15) where wind speed
was considered an important factor to maintain the mixing
in spite of the stable temperature gradient. In this case:
Q„ = 0.42 V(T - T ) for T < T (15)H s a s — a
where V is the wind speed in (m sec )
.
It is also important to note that the Shuleikin
formulae (Equation (14) and (15)) were originally derived
for use over partially ice-covered water surfaces [Matheson,
1967] . In this study, the sensible heat flux over the area is
a weighted average of the fluxes over the ice surface and the
open water. The weighting is determined using an equation
similar to Equation (13)
.
Figure 17D compares the sensible heat fluxes for 1974
and 197 5 in the study area. The fluxes were small in both
years, but the losses were slightly greater in 1975 because
of the higher water temperature and the greater expanse of
open water through which sensible heat could be lost from
the system. In August, the standard deviation of the calcu-
lated sensible heat fluxes for each wind condition are also
shown. In 1974, the greatest heat loss corresponds to the post-
northwest wind period. In 1975, the greatest heat loss corres-
ponds to onshore winds blowing cold polar air from the ice over
the study area. The daily variations in observed sensible heat
fluxes for August of each year are shown in Appendix B.
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4. Atmospheric Heat Flux Q
From Equation (2)
,
QA = Q* + QE + QH (2)
Summing the individual fluxes discussed previously
gives the resultant atmospheric flux shown in Figure 18. A
comparison of the 1974 and 1975 fluxes shows that the heat
gain early in the season in 1975 was much greater than in
1974 due to the large expanse of open water into which solar
radiation could penetrate. This more than compensated for
the increased upward fluxes of Q_ and Q„ in 1975. From mid-
July to the end of the season, the atmospheric fluxes were
comparable in both years. In the month of August, standard
deviations of the mean atmospheric fluxes are shown for each
wind condition. In spite of the great variability, it can be
clearly seen that onshore winds, originating over the polar
pack, result in heat losses by the system. Offshore winds,
originating over the warmer continental land mass, cause heat
input to the system.
Figure 19 shows the accumulated heat content due to
the atmospheric fluxes starting from May 1. The large excess
of accumulated heat absorbed by the system by mid-June 197 5
remains about constant during the remainder of the study period
The values obtained for the atmospheric fluxes in the
Southeastern Beaufort Sea during the summers of 1974 and 197 5
were compared to results obtained by Walmsley (1966) in Baffin
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Bay for the period 1919-194 2, and to the results obtained by
Huyer and Barber (1970) for Barrow Strait in 1962 (Figure 20)
,
which agree well with the present data. It can be seen that
in general in the Arctic Seas, the atmospheric fluxes reach a
maximum downward at about the same time as the maximum open
water, usually shortly after the summer solstice.
D. OCEANIC HEAT FLUX (STORAGE CHANGE) Qg
The storage change Q is defined in Equation (3) as the9
summation of the individual oceanic fluxes such that:
Q
s
= QT + Q„ + Qp + Qj (3)
(see Section III.A for definition of terms). The accumulated
storage heat Q equals the time integral of the sum of the
oceanic fluxes such that:
Q_ = Qm + Q„ + 0^ + 0^ (16)VS T W F I
(see Section III. A for definition of terms). Each term will
be discussed separately in the following sections. Figure 21
summarizes each flux term and Figure 22 summarizes the accumu-
lated heat terms. Further references will be made to each
of these figures in the applicable section.
1. Mackenzie River Heat Q
Mackenzie River water enters the Southeastern Beaufort
Sea through three main channels [Davies, 1975] . About one-
third of the flow enters Shallow Bay, about one-third enters
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Kugmallit Bay, and the remainder stays in Middle Channel
until it reaches Mackenzie Bay in the vicinity of Richard's
Island. Figure 23 shows the annual variation for the year
1974/1975 of the thickness of landfast ice in Mackenzie Bay,
the river temperature, and the river discharge volume. It
can be seen that the landfast ice is about two meters thick
in May and remains at about the same thickness until breakup
in July, which follows closely after the peak freshet in early
June. The maximum river water temperature does not occur until
late July. The inter-annual variations in river-water tempera-
ture appear small [Fraker, 1979] . Discharge volumetric rates
vary only slightly from year to year [Herlinveaux, 1976] .
Since no discharge rates were available for the summer of 1975,
the discharge rates for 1972, a similarly good ice year, were
used.
The river's heat contribution, Q , was calculated by
multiplying the net discharge volume between particular dates
by the water temperature relative to the reference temperature
of -1.5°C. These quantities were both reasonably well known.
The river was assumed to be the only source of heat due to
water mass advection across the boundaries of the study area.
The deep water remains cold and contains little heat (if any)
relative to -1.5°C. The surface currents within the area
vary considerably but residual currents appear to be weak and
would cause little heat change by advection.
Figure 21A shows the variation of QT during each summer
season, and Figure 22 shows the accumulated heat contribution
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Q . The major heat input occurs with the combination of
large discharge volumes and high temperatures about mid-July.
The heat from the river varies little from year to year and
18
remains about 2.2 * 10 g cal in both 1974 and 1975.
2. The Heat Used to Warm the Water in the Upper Layer
of the Ocean QTT
^W
The oceanographic data which were used in calculating
the heat content of the upper layer of the sea were collected
as part of the Beaufort Sea Project, a set of environmental
studies carried out in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea in 1974
and 1975 [Herlinveaux, 1976]. During the summer of 1974, pro-
files of salinity, temperature and turbidity were obtained from
MV THETA, an ice-strengthened vessel resembling a North Sea
trawler. Sixty-three stations were occupied during the period
August 12 to September 1, 1974 (Figure 24) . In the summer of
197 5, similar observations were made at forty-eight stations
during the period 5-24 August 1975 (Figure 25) . The water
temperatures versus depth at each oceanographic station in
these two years were used to determine the heat content of the
water column in the study area.
The calculation of this term depends on the mean layer
temperature above the -1.5°C isotherm and its depth. The
calculations were based on recorded CTD casts [Herlinveaux,
1976] . The heat content of the water column was generally
underestimated since it was assumed that the heat content
below the deepest temperature reading was zero (Section III.B.7)
In shallow water, where the temperatures were warm, considerable
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error may have been introduced to a maximum of about 5%
underestimate of the heat content at any one time.
The oceanographic observations were then grouped into
Marsden sub-sub-squares (see Appendix I) and their respective
heat contents were averaged to obtain a heat content for each
sub-sub-square. These mean heat content values in each sub-
sub-square were summed to obtain the total heat content of the
study area at the time of the oceanographic observations in
August of each year. The heat content of the water column in
August 1974 was calculated at three different times corresponding
to each of the three different wind regimes. The corresponding
variation in Qw is shown in Figure 22. From these accumulated
values, the Q fluxes were determined by difference and are
plotted in Figure 21B which shows that the heat flux indicates
cooling of the water column during onshore winds and warming
of the water column during offshore winds (refer to Figure 11
for wind vectors) . A similar calculation could not be done
for August 1975 because the entire period of oceanographic sta-
tions was considered as a single synoptic period for purposes
of calculating the heat content Q . Thus Figure 21B shows the
flux Q = 0. In Figure 22, the accumulated heat Q„ in August
of each year can be compared. It can be seen that the heat
18
content of 4.4 x 10 g cal in 1975 was much higher than the
TO
heat content Q of 1.0x10 g cal in 1974. The change in
accumulated heat Q between May 1 and the time of the first of
the oceanographic measurements is unknown, and is not shown in
Figure 22. Because of this, the heat budget equation (Equation
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(4)) can only be solved during the period of oceanographic
observations . Further information obtained concerning the
distribution of heat in the water column is shown in Appendix
D.
3. The Heat Due to Cooling or Warming of the Ice and
its Subsequent Freezing or Melting in Place Q
r
The ice coverage in the study area was determined from
available satellite imagery and ice charts. Satellite imagery
provided a semi-monihly look at the ice cover from May 1 until
the end of June, after which ice charts provided weekly infor-
mation until the end of September.
The calculation of Q„ was based solely on the determina-
£
tion of the ice coverage and concentration to determine the
amount of heat lost in melting a certain area of ice-in-place.
Based on the assumption of Section III.B.8, the heat required
to raise the temperature of the ice from -7°C to 0°C and sub-
sequently to melt the ice is the latent heat of fusion of
-1 2
approximately 79 cal gm . The heat required to melt 1 km
15 -2
of two-meter thick ice would be 0.15 x 10 g cal km . Since
2
the total study area is 46,794 km , the heat required to melt
a given area of ice can be quickly determined from Figure 26,
which shows the relationship between ice coverage in the study
area and the heat content Qp . For example, if the ice coverage
observed throughout the study area were six-tenths, the heat
Q„ used to melt the ice to obtain that open-water area by
18
melting-in-place would be 3.1 * 10 g cal.
Errors may arise due to unobserved changes in the ice
cover which would result in changes in the effective albedo
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of the area. Another possible error is that the ice is assumed
to melt-in-place . This means that a decrease in the ice cover
observed from one ice report to the next was assumed to be the
result of melting only. If these changes in the ice cover
were instead due to ice advection, the error introduced in
this term would be balanced by a change in the ice advection
term Q (see Section III.D.4) . For example, if the ice cover
in consecutive ice reports was seen to change from three-tenths
to one-tenth, it would be assumed that the change was strictly
due to the melting of two-tenths ice-in-place, rather than any
combination of melting and advection. Figure 21C shows the
heat fluxes Q_ corresponding to the observed ice coverage
throughout the season. It can be seen that early in the
season in 1975 there is a long period of decreasing ice cover-
age which led to the good ice conditions of that year; whereas,
in 1974 in late May and early June the ice coverage was still
increasing.
The accumulated heat QF is shown in Figure 22 and
corresponds directly to the plot of open water area shown in
Figure 10. Because the area of open water was much greater
in 1975, the heat used to melt the ice-in-place was also much
greater in 1975. The peak open-water period in 1975 occurred
in the latter part of July, after which predominant northwest
winds imported ice at a rate which exceeded the melting rate
so that the open-water area decreased until the end of the
season. There was a time lag of about one week at the end of
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August between the minimum value of Qp and the minimum value
of the heat content of the water column Q .
In 1974, the time for the maximum open water did not
occur until mid-September after a prolonged period of easterly
winds had made more heat available to melt the ice and to export
it from the study area.
4 . Heat Due to Ice Advection Q
As was previously indicated in Section III.B.8.e., the
ice advection term, Q T/ together with Q_ are determined by
JL t
difference. Q therefore contains all of the errors in the
other terms. Nevertheless, it will be seen that it is of
plausible magnitude, consistent between the two years and
properly correlated with wind effects. If Q_ is a positive
flux, it represents a volume of ice being imported, since that
represents a heat loss to the system in that the entire volume
imported ice must be melted so that the ice coverage does not
change. If Q is a negative flux, it represents a volume of
ice being exported, since that represents a heat gain to the
system such that the volume of exported ice did not require
heat from the system to melt the ice to obtain the ice cover-
age observed. Figure 21D shows the calculated Q fluxes for
the period of oceanographic observations in each year during
which Equation (5) could be solved. It can be seen that in
August of 1974, the rate of ice export increased during the
month, accounting for the increase in open-water area. Figure
22 shows the values for accumulated heat due to ice advection
Q_. It can be seen that in both years, there was a net import
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of ice throughout the season. In August 1974, the Q T term
is diminishing corresponding to an export of ice, especially
at the end of the month. This is to be expected since the
known winds were blowing offshore at this time and were pushing
ice out of the study area. In August, 1975, there was continu-
ous ice import (Figure 21D) , accounting for the decrease in
open-water area. Also, the Q term (Figure 22) is increasing
corresponding to ice import. Thus the onshore direction of the
winds during most of the latter part of August 1975 seems to
have imported ice to the area.
The two curves of Q T (Figure 22) cross each other in
the last week of August at about the same time that the plot
of open water (Figure 10) shows equal ice coverage in the
study area. This occurs in spite of a vastly greater area of
open water in July/August of 1975. Therefore there must have
been a rapid import of ice during August 1975 due to the pre-
vailing northwesterly winds (Figure 11)
.
The values obtained for Q_ represent a volume of
advected ice. Using a calculation similar to that done in
Section III.D.3 to calculate the heat of fusion of ice,
15 20.15 x io g cal represents the advection of 1 km of two-
meter thick ice. Table 2 shows the estimated ice areas
advected based on the calculation of Q_.
E. SUMMARY OF THE HEAT BUDGET EQUATION
An example heat budget calculation was done for August 15





1 m 18g cal x 10
change in Q_
i mis 1g cal x 10
ice area
advected











(-) export of ice
(+) import of ice
budget terms assuming that all the heat started accumulating
on May 1. The resulting heat budget equation is shown in
Figure 27.
The greatest difference in the heat inputs from May 1 to
August 15 was the net radiation term Q* . The appearance of
open water and subsequent wind-mixing early in the season in
1975 during the period of maximum insolation allowed large
quantities of radiation heat to be absorbed by the water column
This in turn made more heat available to the system to be used
to melt ice (Q_) . With more open water in 1975, the river
heat, Q_, was allowed to spread over a larger area, rather
than being dammed up by the ice as it was in 1974. The sensi-
ble heat, Q„, and the latent heat Q_ were about the same in
rl hi
each year and were roughly equal to the input of heat from the
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Mackenzie River. The energy loss due to conversion of energy
into stored heat in the upper layer of the ocean, Qw , was
larger in 1975 as shown by the deep warm surface layer (see
Appendix D) . In 1974, the heat was restricted to a thin layer
about 5-10 meters deep. A difference was that in 197 5 increased
turbulent mixing early in the season allowed the heat to be
absorbed to much greater depths. The remaining ice advection
term, Q , used to balance the equation shows net ice import
in both years. In spite of the import of ice in 1975, there
was sufficient heat excess to keep the study area mainly ice-
free throughout the month of August , thus making it a good
ice year, in contrast to 1974 when there was insufficient
heat in the water column to keep the area ice-free, thus




Data gathered during the Beaufort Sea Project in the
summer of 1974 (a severe ice year) , and in the summer of
1975 (a good ice year) were displayed and analyzed with
special attention to the heat budget terms and the related
heat fluxes. The heat budget equations were computed for
each summer period and comparisons made to determine the
relative importance of the various fluxes . The following
conclusions resulted:
A. The major source of heat to the study area, regardless
of the severity of the ice, is the contribution from solar
radiation. However, the net radiation was a factor of two
greater in 1975 (a good ice year) than in 1974 (a severe ice
year) due principally to the much larger area of open water
in 1975.
B. The wind pattern in early spring is critical in the
final outcome of the heat budget. Offshore winds will produce
an early breakup, allowing the large fluxes of incident solar
radiation to be absorbed in the sea. iOnshore winds (primarily
from the northwest) press the pack-ice nearer the shore, causing
most of the incident solar radiation to be reflected by the
ice cover.
C. The wind patterns later in the summer are the major
factor in determining the ice coverage by controlling its
advection. Persistent offshore winds in the latter part of
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August 1974 were responsible for a greater open-water area
in September 1974 than was observed at the same time of year
in 1975.
D. The heat contribution from the Mackenzie River varies
little from year to year and is only about 10% to 20% of the
heat input due to the net radiation . The river heat is
responsible for local breakup in the vicinity of the Delta,




SUMMARY OF MARINE SURFACE OBSERVATIONS
Figures 28 through 33 summarize the observations of air
temperature, water temperature, dew point temperature, cloud
amount, wind speed and wind direction as provided in the
marine meteorological records obtained from the National
Weather Records Center at Asheville, North Carolina.
The reader is reminded that these observations were from
vessels operating on their preferred routes in the study area
and that sequential observations may have been reported by
different vessels operating at opposite ends of the study
area under different meteorological conditions. Changes in
water temperature, for example, are as likely due to a change
of location of a vessel as an actual change in temperature
at one location. Wind speed and wind direction tend to be
consistent throughout the study area as supported by observa-
tions from drill ships in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea in




DETERMINATION OF DAILY FLUXES IN AUGUST
The calculated atmospheric fluxes of sensible heat Q.,,
n
latent heat Q , net radiation Q*, the resultant atmospheric
St
flux QA , and the relationship of atmospheric flux Q_ to wind
direction are shown in Figures 34 through 39 for August of 1974
and in Figures 40 through 45 for August of 1975. Figure 46
summarizes the daily average atmospheric fluxes Q_ for August
of each year. Figure 47 compares the accumulated atmospheric
heat Q for August of each year showing the effects of ice
cover on Q .
1 . Assumptions
The meteorological observations of Appendix A pro-
vided the raw data for calculating the atmospheric fluxes using
Equations (7) through (15) as discussed in Section III.C.
Three different assumptions were made, resulting in three
sets of curves.
a. Open Water
It was assumed that the marine observations were
taken in open water and that the calculated fluxes represent
those which would have existed under the given environmental
conditions if no ice were present.
b. Ice Covered
It was assumed that the marine observations were
taken over an ice surface; that is, in effect a sheet of ice
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was simply slid into place with no modification of the air
mass overlying it.
c. Averaged over the Entire Area
During the study period, there was a known ice
coverage in the study area at any given time. It was not
known, however, what ice concentration existed at the reporting
point. Since it was assumed that the observation was represen-
tative of the conditions over the entire study area at that
time, the effects of ice had to be considered. This was done
in each case with Equation (17) (similar to Equation (13)),
where Q represents any atmospheric flux term.
Q = Q(ice) (CONC) + Q (water) (1 -CONC) (17)
2. Results
The main features of the graphs of atmospheric fluxes
were consistent regardless of the source of the radiation
values. A summary for each element of the atmospheric flux
term Q, based on each of the above assumptions follows,
a. Sensible Heat Flux Q„
Over open water, QH is directed upward (.+ ) repre-
senting a heat loss to the system. Over ice, the flux is
directed downward (-) representing a heat gain to the system
Similar graphs were drawn based on observations at Sachs
Harbor and Inuvik. These are not included in the discussion
since no new information was gleaned from them. They showed




whenever T is greater than 0°C (which it is for most of
a
August) . When averaged over the entire area, the direction
of flux turns out to be dependent on the wind direction:
Onshore winds cause upward QH ; offshore winds cause downward
Q . During onshore winds, cold, dry air blows across the ice
towards the open water of Mackenzie Bay. If air temperatures
are only slightly above freezing, very little air mass modi-
fication will take place until the winds blow over the water,
at which time the cold air will warm and absorb large quanti-
ties of heat from the water column. When offshore winds blow,
warm, continental air moves over the water. The air mass near
the surface cools quickly to the water temperature to produce
a stable, saturated air column which inhibits the sensible
heat transfer, and results in a small downward transfer of
sensible heat (a heat gain by the ocean)
.
b. Latent Heat Flux Q
Over open water QE is generally directed upward
( + ) (a heat loss from the system) . Over ice, the flux is
directed downward (-) as condensation occurs over the ice
surface. When averaged over the entire area, the direction
of flux again appears to be dependent primarily on wind
direction: onshore winds cause evaporation and upward Q ;
offshore winds cause condensation and downward Q„. The reason-
ing is similar to that given above.
c. Net Radiation Flux Q*
Over open water, Q* is generally directed downward
because of the low albedo of the water. Over ice, it tends
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to be directed upward because of the high albedo of the ice.
When averaged over the entire area in August 1974, except
when the cloud cover was less than three-tenths, Q* was directed
upward because of the extensive ice coverage. In contrast,
in August 1975, there was a greater open water area, and as
a result, the curves for the open-water case and the entire
area were very similar showing a general downward direction
decreasing in magnitude as the season progressed and the
incident solar radiation K + decreased.
d. Atmospheric Flux Q
These curves are the summation of each of the
three previous curves for any particular case. The most
striking feature is the dependence of direction of flux on
wind direction which shows up in all cases. With onshore
winds, Q- is directed upward (heat loss from the ocean); with
offshore winds Q, is directed downward (heat gain by the
ocean) . This dependence is pictured more graphically in
Figures 39 and 45 which plot heat flux Q versus wind direction
for August 1974 and August 1975 respectively. To the left of
the zero line represents a heat gain by the ocean. Notice
that the major heat gains occur for offshore winds. The major
heat losses occur during onshore winds, most notably north-
westerly winds.
3 . Summary
The results obtained for the atmospheric flux Q are
summarized in Figure 46, showing the curves based on two of
the assumptions, la, and lc. (Since few observations were
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likely taken in total ice cover, this case, lb, is not shown.)
Two features should be noted:
a. the heat losses are almost always greater over
open water than averaged over the entire area, probably
because the water is warmer and has more heat to lose;
b. the direction of heat loss is determined by wind
direction (onshore or offshore)
.
The calculated daily fluxes for August were summed
to obtain the net accumulated heat Q for each day of the
month, using the first day of observations in each year as
the zero point. The following features of Figure 4 7 are
noted:
a. the accumulated heat loss over water is greater
than that averaged over the entire area;
b. in August of both years there was a net loss
during the month over the open-water area but a net gain of
heat through the ice which resulted in a net gain of heat
over the entire area; and
c. although the open-water area in August 1974 was
less than in 1975, the loss of heat through that area was




EXTREME VALUES OF HEAT FLUXES AND
ASSOCIATED ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Tables 3 through 6 inclusive list extreme values of
atmospheric heat fluxes and the conditions that existed
when they occurred.
1 . Maximum Upward Fluxes
Table 3 summarizes the maximum upward fluxes as
calculated over open water. Maximum sensible heat losses
occurred during northwest winds, with cold polar air blowing
over warmer water, and clear skies. The maximum latent heat
losses were also found during northwest winds but in this
case cloud amounts were moderately high at 7/10. The maximum
net radiation flux also occurred during northwest winds and
overcast skies. Finally, the maximum atmospheric flux Q_
occurred under identical conditions to the maximum latent heat
loss, suggesting that the latent heat flux was a major contribu-
ting factor to high heat losses at the surface.
Table 4, summarizes the maximum upward fluxes as
averaged over the entire area, taking into account the ice
coverage at the time . Because of the small upward fluxes over
ice, the extreme values over the entire area were generally
less than those over open water alone. The exception is the
net radiation where the high albedo of the ice cover increased
the upward radiation flux.
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2 . Maximum Downward Fluxes
Table 5 summarizes the maximum downward fluxes as
calculated over open water. Maximum sensible heat gains
occurred when winds blew offshore from 120° to 190° at
fairly high speeds (23-32 knots) , blowing warm, dry air from
the land over the colder water. The sensible heat fluxes
under these conditions seemed to be independent of the cloud
amount. The maximum latent heat gains occurred under the
identical conditions as the largest values of downward sensi-
ble heat flux. The maximum net radiation flux occurred under
clear skies. Finally, the maximum atmospheric flux QA occurred
under the identical conditions as the maxima of sensible and
latent heat fluxes above. This indicates that the warm, dry,
continental air was a major factor affecting the heat budget
of the Southeastern Beaufort Sea.
Table 6 summarizes the maximum downward fluxes as
averaged over the entire area, taking account of the ice
coverage at the time. Because of the large downward fluxes
over the ice, the magnitudes of the extreme values were
generally greater than those over open water. The exception
is the net radiation where high albedo of the ice cover
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DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT IN THE STUDY AREA
1. Summer of 1974
As discussed previously, the 1974 data has been
divided into three groups corresponding to the three synop-
tic conditions encountered during the study period; northwest
winds from August 9 to 20; post-northwest winds from August
20 to 24; and easterly winds from August 25 to September 1.
The following observations are noted.
a. Northwest Winds
During northwest winds, the pack-ice was pressed
toward shore by the wind. Also, the surface currents close
to shore tended to flow east following the coastline as
shown in Figure 48 [MacNeill and Garrett, 1975] . The ice
edge advanced southward into Mackenzie Bay south of Herschel
Island. The heat content was highest at the mouth of the
river as might be expected (Figure 49) . Surface temperatures
during this period ranged as high as 8 °C in places . The
-2
maximum heat content of 6 kg cal cm ' was located midway between
Herschel Island and Pullen Island (Figure 49) . The reason for
this concentration of heat is unknown. However, it appears
that this area of maximum heat content would have been the
optimum position between the shallow, shelf waters which were
bottom- limited in gaining more heat from the river and the
deeper water near the ice-edge where heat was extracted from
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the water in melting the ice. The river plume is well marked
by the contours of the heat content. Figure 50 shows that
the mean layer temperature was over 3°C near the river mouth.
Figure 51 shows how the depth of the -1.5°C isotherm increases
to seaward. Toward shore, in the shallow water over the shelf,
the -1.5°C isotherm was bottom-limited,
b. Post-northwest winds
In the short period after the northwest winds
stopped blowing, a relaxation seems to have taken place. For
example, the surface currents immediately north of Richard's
Island completely reversed direction form northeast to south-
west (Figure 52) . There was also a relatively strong westward
flowing surface current from Shallow Bay to Herschel Island.
The ice edge retreated slightly, especially in the vicinity of
the warm core mentioned in the previous section. The contours
of heat content moved shoreward, pushing the available heat
in the water closer to shore (Figure 53) . The mean temperature
of the layer (not shown) had been similarly changed with the
0°C mean layer temperature paralleling the ice edge.
This short period of three days represents a
transition stage between the northwest winds and the easterly
winds. Figure 54 shows the onshore and offshore movement of
Mackenzie River, water due to these wind conditions. Because
of the time lag in the water column, the heat content during
this post-northwest wind period more closely resembles the
situation during northwest winds in Figure 54 with the warmer
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Mackenzie River water pressed near the shore. The corres-
ponding heat content under conditions of easterly winds is
discussed in the following section,
c. Easterly Winds
During the period of easterly winds from August 25
to September 1, the surface currents all flow westward (Figure
55) as might be expected [MacNeill and Garrett, 1975] . The
heat content of the water (Figure 56) reflected the shifting
of the upper five meters of warmer, less saline water as it
slid over the deeper, colder, more saline water in response
to the wind. There was a significant change in the edge of
the ice pack as it retreated seaward north of Herschel Island.
The Mackenzie River plume re-asserted itself to the northwest
of Shallow Bay and a second tongue of warm water extended
north of Richard's Island. The residual cold water was con-
centrated in a small area near Kay Point where the temperature
of the surface water was less than 1°C.
Another feature not observed before lies north
of Atkinson Point on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. A tongue of
warm water extended into the study area from Amundsen Gulf.
This is believed to have been due to solar heating of the
open-water area in the vicinity of the Bathurst Polynya. This
area was ice-free much earlier in the season and was heated
by solar radiation and wind-mixed to a greater depth than else-
where. The easterly winds also tended to move this feature
westward. This concept is supported by the depth of the -1.5°C
isotherm shown in Figure 57. North of Atkinson Point, although
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the mean layer temperature (Figure 58) is less than 0°C,
the depth of the -1.5°C isotherm was over twenty-five meters
so that there was a thick layer of cool water containing more
heat than the thin layer of warmer water in the Delta area.
The plumes of river water are readily identified in Figure 58
by the contours of mean layer temperature.
2. Summer of 1975
The data for 1975 are presented in a similar manner to
that above. First, the month of August is examined in three
different wind conditions: strong northwest winds from
August 5 to 13; variable winds from August 13 to 19; and light
northwest winds from August 20 to 24. Finally, the data from
August 5 to 24 is looked at in total as a synoptic picture
of the study area.
a. Strong Northwest Winds
During strong northwest winds, the surface currents
flowed about the same as in August 1974 under similar wind
conditions (Figure 48) . In 1975, however, there was a much
greater expanse of open water and more mixing occurred in the
water column. Figure 59 shows the heat content in the study
area during this wind condition. The pack-ice edge was on the
northern boundary of the study area. The greatest heat content
in the water was in the eastern portion of the study area.
This supports the hypothesis made earlier that solar radiation
incident on the large open-water area north of Cape Bathurst
was responsible for early heating of the water column. Even
though the upper layer temperatures were not high, the warm
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water was deeply mixed giving it a high heat content. Figure
60 shows the mean layer temperatures, which were warmest near
the river mouth, and gradually cooling as the ice edge
approached.
b. Variable Winds
With the cessation of the northwest winds, there
was a relaxation similar to that seen during the post-northwest
period of August 1974. A similar current pattern was also
established [MacNeill and Garrett, 1975] . The edge of the
ice pack retreated to the north. The limit of open water also
retreated to the north except in the west where it moved into
Mackenzie Bay from west of Herschel Island (Figure 61) . The
greatest heat content in the water was north of Atkinson Point
near the ice edge, but covering a much smaller area than during
the northwest winds the week before. Figure 62 shows the mean
layer temperature contours which roughly parallel the ice edge.
The warmest water was near the river mouth in Kugmallit Bay
but because it is so shallow, its heat content was less than
that in the northeast part of the study area.
c. Light Northwest Winds
Light northwest winds brought a rapid drop in the
air temperature resulting in the advection of ice into the
area and reduced ice melting. The heat content of the water
was greatly reduced from the previous period as it was chilled
by imported ice (Figure 63) . The river plume is clearly marked
in Figure 64 by the 6°C contour of mean layer temperature.
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Unfortunately, there were no data during this time period in
the eastern half of the study area.
d. Synoptic Picture of August 197 5
Figure 65 shows the heat content of the study
area based on all available oceanographic data between August
5 to 24, 1975. The southern boundary of the polar ice-pack
is marked by a series of X's. The average August position
of the northerly limit of ice free water is marked with a
dashed line. Two warm cores stand out. One is in the east
and was probably a result of early season heating in the
Bathurst Polynya. The second was northeast of Herschel Island
and was probably caused by river run-off.
The mean layer temperature contours shown in
Figure 66 confirm that the plume of warm river water contributes
to the core of heat northeast of Herschel Island. As might be
expected, the mean layer temperature decreases as one moves
north from the coast to the ice-edge.
The depth of the -1.5°C isotherm is shown in Figure
67. Where waters are shallow closer to shore, temperatures of
-1.5°C are not reached so that the depths shown are the depths
of the deepest temperature measurements which were used in
calculating heat content. The 25-meter and 30-meter depth
contours of the -1.5°C isotherm exhibit an undulation northwest
of Richard's Island. This feature is caused by a cold intru-
sion of Arctic surface water which will be discussed further.
The greatest depths to the -1.5°C isotherm are found in the
vicinity of the highest heat content, indicating significant
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absorption of solar radiation and probably substantial wind-
mixing in the open-water area to carry the heat to such great
depths.
Figures 68, 69, 70 and 71 show temperature con-
tours at depths of 5m, 10m, 15m, and 20m respectively which
exhibit features of the heat distribution at those depths.
At a depth of 5 meters (Figure 68) , a plume of 8°C water extended
northeast from Shallow Bay and another plume of 8°C water
extended from Kugmallit Bay, also in a northeasterly direction.
These high temperatures were from river water flowing out of
the various channels of the Mackenzie River. In fact, in the
river itself, temperatures reach as high as 20 °C. Also in
Figure 68, a core of cold water is evident just north of Richard's
Island indicating that upwelling had occurred and that there
was an inshore movement on the shelf of cold Arctic surface
water from beyond the continental shelf. (The appearance of
this feature is based on a single observation at Station 38,
is not supprted by any additional observations, and may be
a bogus feature.)
Figure 69 shows the temperature contours at a depth
of 10 meters with features similar to those described at the
5-meter depth. Figure 7 shows the temperature contours at
a depth of 15 meters and reveals several new features. A
plume of 4°C water extended northeast of Shallow Bay associated
with the 8°C plume at 5-meters depth. A second 4°C plume
north of Kugmallit Bay is associated with the 8°C plume found
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there. The 4°C contour continues to the far northeastern
sector of the study area and reflects the existence of the
warm water area north of Atkinson Point associated with early
season heating in the Bathurst Polynya. Figure 70 also shows
a core of cold water (less than -1.5°C) northwest of Richard's
Island. This core of cold water could be a possible source
of the cold water core seen at 5-meters depth north of Pullen
Island. The reasons for its existence are not yet clear, but
studies of bottom currents in the vicinity support an on-shelf
motion at this depth [Milne, 1980]
.
Figure 71 shows the temperature contours at 20
meters depth. A large portion of the study area is bottom-
limited at this depth. The warm plumes of river water noted
above are barely discernible at this depth. The core of cold
water (less than -1.5°C) northwest of Richard's Island is even
clearer at this depth. Figure 71 also shows the extent of
the warming of the water column in the northeastern part of
the study area. Even at 20 meters, the temperature exceeded
4°C.
3 . Comparison of Heat Distribution, 1974 and 1975
a. The surface current regime during northwest
winds was similar in both years.
b. The surface current regime after northwest winds
showed a similar relaxation in both years.
c. The heat content of the water was much higher in
1975, a good ice year, than in 1974, a severe ice year.
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d. A warm water core in the vicinity of 70°N, 138 °W
existed in both years and with a comparable heat content.
e. A core of warmer water north of Atkinson Point
apparently associated with the Bathurst Polynya was evident
in both years.
f. The depth of the -1.5°C isotherm was a maximum
of 15 meters in 1974, but extended to a depth of over 50
meters in 1975.
g. The maximum observed sea surface temperature in
1974 was 8.08°C at Station 11 on 17 August east of Herschel
Island (Figure 24) . In 1975, the maximum observed sea surface
temperature was 8.70°C at Station 39 on 20 August north of
Richard's Island (Figure 25). Both Stations were on the
continental slope in about 60 meters of water. In spite of
the great difference in severity of the ice, there was little
difference in the maximum observed sea surface temperatures.
h. The thickness of the surface wedge of fresh, warm





SELECTED PROFILES AND CROSS-SECTIONS
1. Temperature , Density , and Salinity Profiles
Figure 72A shows the temperature, density and salinity
profiles at Station 12 (see Figure 24 for location) which is
typical of profiles seen in August 1974. Note that the thermo-
cline, the halocline, and the pycnocline all lie between five
and ten meters depth. There was a warm, fresh layer of water
overlying the very cold saline water below. This thin layer
of freshwater contained virtually all of the heat in the water
column and carried it about under the direct influence of the
winds and the river water movement. There was apparently very
little mixing across the interface. Using the reference tem-
perature of -1.5°C as the base depth of the layer for the pur-
poses of calculating heat content, the layer depth at Station
12 in 1974 was 15 meters. That is, all the heat was in the
top 15 meters of the water column.
This is in marked contrast to Figure 72B which shows
the profiles at Station 13 (see Figure 25 for location)
typical of a good ice year. The water at the surface was
more saline and the gradients of temperature, density and
salinity were more gradual. The heat had been mixed to a
much greater depth. Using the reference temperature of -1.5°C
as the base depth of the layer, the layer depth in 1975 was
27 meters, almost twice as deep as in a severe ice year.
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2 . Cross-section A
Figure 73 shows the location of cross-section A
comprising Stations 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 during the
period of August 21 to 23, 1974. The cross-section itself is
shown in Figure 74. Along the coast, southeast of Herschel
Island the water was still very cold (below 1°C) right up to
the surface. Then to the east, a tongue of warmer, lower
salinity water was encountered with surface temperatures up
to 1.68°C. Further east, a tongue of much warmer and fresher
water (4.43°C) was encountered. At Station 29, still further
east (not included in the cross-section) warm water with sur-
face temperatures over 6°C was encountered in the shallow
inshore regions of eastern Mackenzie Bay. Below seven meters
there was very little change in temperature except as the
bottom shoals toward the east. At Station 28, the deepening
of the -1.5°C isotherm can be easily seen. The density cross-
section shows a marked pycnocline at eight to ten meters where
the sigma-t rapidly changed from 5 to 20 due to the layer of
fresher water (from river run-off and ice melt) overlying the




Figure 73 shows the location of cross-section B north
of Richard's Island comprising Stations 41, 53, 54 and 57
taken during the period from August 25 to 30, 1974. The
cross-section itself is shown in Figure 75; it shows the
changes from close inshore off Richard's Island (depth 10 m)
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northwest across the shelf to the edge of the continental
slope. In the upper five meters, the effects of river run-
off can be seen. The surface temperature at Station 41 was
5.18°C, gradually decreasing to almost 0°C at Station 54
near the ice edge. The most notable feature is the large
mound or intrusion of water colder than -1.5°C between Station
53 and Station 57. This water appears to be Arctic surface
water originating from the continental slope region of the
Southeast Beaufort Sea.
The fresh-water effects can be seen in the density
cross-section to diminish as the distance from shore increases
This near fresh-water layer was about eight meters deep at
Station 41 and only about two meters deep at Station 57. The
density contour (sigma-t = 24) follows very closely the
temperature contour (T = -1.5°C) to outline the mound of cold
water.
4 . Cross-section C
Figure 73 shows the location of cross-section C
north of Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula comprising Stations 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, and 51 taken during a twenty hour period of
August 26 to 27, 1974. The cross-section itself is shown in
Figure 76. Because of the large number of stations taken over
a relatively short time span, this cross-section provides a
reasonably synoptic picture of the water column. Two shallow
tongues of warm, relatively fresh water can be seen centered
on Stations 45 and 51 respectively, but with a thickness of
only a few meters. The 0°C isotherm is almost horizontal at
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five-meters depth. The -1.5°C isotherm slopes with the bottom
contours to a depth of about 20 meters. The density structure
shows a fresh-water wedge gradually shoaling to the north.
There was a marked pycnocline at a depth near five meters.
5. Cross-section D
Figure 77 shows the location of cross-section D east
of Herschel Island comprising Stations 45, 46, 47 taken during
the period of August 21 to 22, 1975. The cross-section itself
is shown in Figure 78, as it starts near the coast and goes
northward to the deep water on the continental slope. It can
be seen that mixing was greater than in cross-section A of
1974 (Figure 74) . The wedge of warm water extended both
deeper and further seaward. Also the heat content of the
water was much greater. The density cross-section shows deep
mixing compared to 1974. The surface water, although fairly
fresh, had a sigma-t of almost twelve. The wedge of near-
fresh water is still noticeable, but not as obviously as in
1974.
6. Cross-sections E, F, G
As in 1974, there is similar evidence of cold Arctic
water intruding toward Richard's Island in the summer of
1975. Used in the foloowing description are three vertical
cross-sections, each of temperature and density, from loca-
tions shown in Figure 76.
a. Cross-section E
Figure 79 shows cross-section E comprising Stations
41, 42 and 43 taken on August 20 and 21, 1975. The warm river
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water extended a considerable distance seaward. Sea surface
temperatures decreased from 8.61°C at Station 43 to 3.65°C
at Station 41. There was a steep thermocline at about five
meters depth where the temperature decreased from 7°C to
4°C. In shallow water, it appears that considerable mixing
occurred right to the bottom, where the temperatures exceeded
3°C. The density cross-section also shows the mixing in
shallow water. Surface sigma-t values were about 10-12 with
a weak pycnocline at about seven meters. Cold, dense sea-water
had intruded onto the shelf to a depth of about 25 meters.
The cold intrusion of Arctic water does not manifest itself
in this cross-section.
b. Cross-section F
Figure 8 shows cross-section F comprising Stations
11, 12, and 13 taken on August 13 and 14, 1975. This cross-
section slices through the cold water intrusion discussed
above. A wedge of warm water extended seaward and cooled from
6.90°C to 4.97°C at the surface. The warm water was well-
mixed to a depth of about 20 meters to a position midway between
Stations 11 and 12. Here, there appears to have been a sharp
thermocline where the temperature decreased from 4°C to -1.5°C.
The cold, dense mound of sea-water is seen to have pushed its
way onto the shelf between Stations 12 and 13. Its position
coincided with the position of the cold intrusion identified
in cross-section B of 1974 (Figure 75)
.
The density structure shows that there was con-
siderable downward mixing of the near-fresh water layer. The
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minimum sigma-t was 10. The sigma-t equals 25 contour was
almost coincident with the -1.5°C isotherm and formed a
distinct boundary to the cold water intrusion.
c. Cross-section G
Figure 81 shows cross-section G comprising Sta-
tions 38, 39, and 4 taken on August 20, 197 5. This cross-
section is from stations occupied a week later than for those
of cross-section F and also intersects the cold water intru-
sion. Surface temperatures show a reversal in that they in-
crease as one proceeds seaward. The temperatures at Station
38 (just north of Richard's Island) were much cooler than those
further seaward. At Station 39, a surprising maximum of 8.70°C
marked the southern edge of a large shallow tongue of 8°C
water (see Figure 68) . The cold intrusion is also seen located
between Station 39 and 40. Directly above the cold intrusion
is a sharp thermocline where the temperature dropped from
8°C to 1°C in a depth increase of less than three meters.
The density structure does not reflect the features
mentioned above. The water column was strongly but evenly
stratified showing an almost horizontal sigma-t contour of
10 at about four-meters depth with no concentration of iso-
pycnals.
7 . Cross-sections H, I, J, K
These four cross-sections (Figure 77) are used to
examine more closely an area of high heat content north of
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula in the vicinity of the Bathurst
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Polynya (Figure 65) . These cross-sections are for a region
of open water that was ice-free early in the season (as hinted
by the profile at Station 5) so that solar radiation was
absorbed to heat the water column. Later, as air temperatures
dropped, the surface layers would cool first possibly leaving
a warm, interstitial layer; however, it is more likely that
the temperature inversions described below were due to
surficial cooling by ice.
a. Cross-section H
Figure 8 2 shows cross-section H comprising Sta-
tions 22, 23, 24, 25 taken during the period of August 16, 17,
1975. It marks the westernmost limit of the thick warm water
feature. At station 24; a lens of warm 6°C water can be seen
to begin. It will be seen in the following cross-sections
that this feature extends northeastward from there. Only a
hint of the deep mixing exists at Station 24 where 6°C water
extends from five to eighteen meters depth.
b. Cross-section I
Figure 83 shows cross-section I comprising Sta-
tions 27, 28, 29, and 30 taken on August 17 and 18, 1975.
Stations 28 and 29 intersect the feature showing clearly a
deep layer of 5°C water at about 15 meters depth with colder
water above and below it. Even at Station 27, close to the
ice edge, a layer of warm water, albeit only 3°C, existed
between 15 and 20 meters deep. Surface cooling had apparently
occurred during the week to reduce the surface temperatures
above the warm water layer. An atmospheric cooling trend
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is also seen in the records of the 5-day mean temperature
beginning on August 16, 1975 (Figure 89 of Appendix H)
.
c. Cross-section J
Figure 84 shows cross-section J comprising Station
5, taken on August 8, 1975 and Stations 31, 32, and 33 taken
on August 18, 1975. At Station 5, the water was warmer than
5°C to a depth of about 16 meters. The remaining Stations,
taken ten days later, show the effects of the surface cooling
which had occurred, leaving a warmer, deep layer of water at
about 15 meters deep.
d. Cross-section K
Figure 8 5 shows cross-section K comprising Sta-
tions 34, 35, 3 6 taken on August 18 and 19, 197 5. This cross-
section approximately marks the eastern boundary of the feature
The water temperature gradually warmed as the distance to
shore decreased. The river water apparently formed a narrow
wedge of warmer, less saline water along the entire length
of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula.
In each of the above cross-sections, the density
structure was relatively simple with no indication of the





1. Station 11 , August 15 to 18, 1974
Figure 8 6 shows great variability in the temperature
of the upper 5 meters of the water column over a period of
several days at the same location. Surface temperatures
ranged from 5.09°C to 8.08°C, whereas at 10 meters the tem-
perature was almost constant at -1°C. There was a steep
thermocline between 5 and 10 meters depth throughout the
time series which was typical of most temperature profiles
taken during August, 1974. A result is that the heat content
also changed rapidly with time as the surface layer temperature
changed
.
2. Station 48, August 23 to 24, 1975
Figure 8 7 shows the variability of the temperature
versus depth in the water column over a period of several days
at the same location. At the far left in the temperature versus
time plot is a profile taken a week earlier on August 15, 1975
at Station 19 very close to the position of Station 48. During
the following week (August 15-23) there was considerable warm-
ing of the top 10 meters of the water column. Surface tempera-
tures increased from 5.52°C to 7.33°C. At the very end of
the time series, advection of cold water is noticeable as the
temperature contours bend sharply upward, especially between




COMPARISON OF SURFACE SALINITIES
Figure 88 shows surface salinities and the polar ice-pack
boundary for the summer of 1974 and the summer of 1975
[Herlinveaux, 1976] . The surface distribution of salinity
indicates that if the pack-ice is offshore, as it was in
1975, low salinity water from the Mackenzie River generally
moves eastward under the influence of the Coriolis effect.
If the pack-ice is unusually close to the shore, as it was
in the summer of 1974, much of the river flow is confined
south of the ice barrier and low-salinity surface water is




SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURES AT BARTER ISLAND AND CAPE PARRY
Barter Island is located about 120 km west of the western-
most edge of the study area. Cape Parry is in Amundsen Gulf
about 200 km east of the easternmost edge of the study area.
Surface air temperatures on a five-day running mean were
available from each of these stations for 1974 and 1975, as
well as mean temperatures based on climatology. These tem-
peratures are plotted in Figure 89.
1. General
Cape Parry is generally 2°C warmer than Barter Island,
indicating the greater prevalence of continental air masses
moving over Cape Parry into the Southeastern Beaufort Sea.
2. Summer of 1974
a. At both locations, the air temperatures were much
colder than normal until mid-July;
b. Both locations had their extreme temperatures
almost simultaneously; and
c. It was warmer at Cape Parry until mid-August
after which it was warmer at Barter Island.
3. Summer of 1975
a. At both locations, air temperatures were much
warmer than normal until mid-July, corresponding to the time
of maximum open-water area;
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b. The peak temperature of 14 °C at Cape Parry
corresponded to a minimum temperature of 0°C at Barter
Island on August 23, 1975;
c. The September cooling trend was the same at both
locations but the absolute temperatures at Barter Island
were much lower; and
d. With two exceptions, July 19 and August 2, 1975,




EXPLANATION OF MARSDEN SQUARE GRID SYSTEM
1. Marsden Squares
Each Marsden square describes a 10° square of the
earth's surface. The numbering starts at 0°N, 0°W and numbers
the squares westward in a belt moving around the equator.
The numbers increase north and south from the equator. The
Marsden Squares of interest in this study are 230 and 266.
2. Marsden Sub-squares
Each Marsden square is divided into 100 1° sub-squares
which are always oriented so that the lowest number is nearest
the intersection of the Greenwich meridian and the equator.
In Marsden Square 230, the sub-squares of interest are 90-99;
and in Marsden Square 266, the sub-squares of interest are
00-12. The corresponding latitude and longitude can be deter-
mined by knowing the positions of the Marsden Square and the
number of the sub-square. For example, Marsden square 230 is
the 10° square whose lower right corner intersects 60 °N and
130°W. Marsden sub-square 95 then would be the sub-square
whose lower right corner intersects 69 °N and 135 °W. Similarly,
Marsden square 266 is the Marsden square whose lower right
corner intersects 70°N and 130°W. Marsden sub-square 11
refers to that sub-square whose lower right corner intersects
71°N and 131 °W. Note the first digit of the Marsden sub-square
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refers to the increment in latitude and the second digit
refers to the increment in longitude
.
3 . Marsden Sub-sub-squares .
In temperate regions, the Marsden sub-squares are
approximately square. At high latitudes, such as in the
Beaufort Sea, a 1° square becomes rectangular with a height
of 60 nm but a width of only about 20 nm. To preserve the
square appearance of the box, the idea of a Marsden sub-sub-
square is introduced. This makes each square about 4 km in
each direction. The number of the Marsden sub-sub-square is
a single digit number indicating the point the lower right
corner of the square intersects the minutes of latitude.
Each Marsden sub-square is divided into three sub-sub-squares
numbered '0', ' 2 1
,
'4'. For example, Marsden sub-sub-square
266 110 indicates the square whose lower right corner is
71 o 0'N and 131 o 0'W. Similarly, 112 would indicate 71°20'N
and 131°0'W (see Figure 90).
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Figure 5: Mean Sea Level Atmospheric Pressure Chart "for May
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Figure 6 : A time sequence showing three stages of the spring
breakup in 1975.
a. There was a large open-water area seaward of
the edge of the landfast ice on 21 Mar 75.
b. The offshore lead increased in width by 2 Apr 7 5
c. Southward advection of the polar pack reduced
the open-water area by 1 May 75.
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Figure 7: Comparison of open-water area on 13 May 75
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Figure 8: Comparison of open-water area on 27 May 74
and 02 June 75.
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Figure 9: Comparison of open-water area on 19 Jun 74
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Figure 13. Typical Summer Fluxes in the SE Beaufort Sea










THE NET RADIATION DOWN
THE HEAT LOSS DUE TO EVAPORATION
THE UPWARD TRANSFER OF SENSIBLE HEAT
THE RESULTANT DOWNWARD ATMOSPHERIC FLUX
THE INPUT OF THE MACKENZIE RIVER
THE HEAT USED TO WARM THE TOP LAYER
THE HEAT USED TO MELT ICE-IN-PLACE
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Figure 23: Mackenzie River discharge volume and temperature
and the relationship to breakup and freeze-up


























HEAT DUE TO ICE MELTING IN STUDY AREA
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Figure 28 : Wind speeds and wind direction versus time
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Figure 30 Dew point temperatures and cloud amounts versus
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Figure 31: Winds speeds and wind direction versus time
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Figure 32: Air temperatures and water temperatures versus time
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Figure 33 : Dew point temperatures and cloud amounts versus
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Latent heat flux versus time in August 1974
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Figure 38: Atmospheric flux versus time in August 1974.
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Figure 40: Sensible heat flux versus
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Figure 42: Latent and sensible heat fluxes over the ice versus
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Figure 44: Atmospheric flux versus time in August 1975.
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Salinity, density, and temperature versus depth
at Station 12, August 18, 1974 and at











































































DENSITY CROSS SECTION 1974
Figure 75: Temperature and density cross section B. A






Figure 76: Temperature and density cross-section C. Shown
are two tongues of warm water at the surface and

































































Figure 78: Temperature and density cross-section D. A wedge of
warm water at the surface decreases in depth with the
distance seaward, and cold water is seen along the























Figure 79 Temperature and density cross-section E. A wedge




















DENSITY CROSS SECTION 1975
Figure 80: Temperature and density cross-section F. An
intrusion of cold water rises inshore to a





Figure 81: Temperature and density cross-section G. An
intrusion of cold water is seen along the con-
tinental slope to a depth of about 18 meters. Also
shown is an upwelling of cold water north of Richard '
s
Island indicated by the decreasing water surface





Figure 82: Temperature and density cross-section H. There













Figure 83: Temperature and density cross-section I. There was
a well-mixed layer of 5°C water to a depth of 15
meters between Station 27 and 29 and a core of
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Figure 85. Temperature and density cross-section K. There
was a relatively simple temperature structure with


























































TIME SERIES OF STATIONS 19,48 AT APPROXIMATELY THE SAME POSITION
15-24 AUGUST 1375
(HOURLY MEASUREMENTS ON 23,24 AUGUST)
SALINITY %•
Figure 87: Hourly time series taken at Stations 19 and 48,
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Figure 89: Comparison of surface air temperatures at Barter
Island and Cape Parry based on 5-day mean tem-
peratures in 1974 and 1975 from June 20 to
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